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KeyedIn® Projects Integrates with JIRA Development Tools to Provide 
a Powerful, Comprehensive Solution for Software Project 

Management 
 

Collaboration Provides Seamless Assignment, Tracking, and Visibility of Software 
Development Tasks 

 

Minneapolis, MN (July 7, 2016) — KeyedIn® Solutions, an innovator in aPaaS and 

SaaS-based business solutions, today announced a new release of KeyedIn Projects software 

that includes integration to JIRA development software from Atlassian. The combination 

provides a single, powerful Cloud-based solution for managing projects with software 

development tasks. 

JIRA is the leading tool used by agile software development teams, while KeyedIn 

Projects software has earned a growing and loyal following for its strategy-led and execution-

driven approach to project management. KeyedIn Projects supports both agile and waterfall 

methods of software development and through this collaboration, will both push and pull 

information from JIRA. “Software development companies know first-hand the complexity of 

managing development projects, and the detail required in breaking them down into individual 

tasks and subsets of tasks,” notes Kevin Hurley, KeyedIn Chief Operating Officer. “The 

integration with JIRA is a way to unify project management and software development, 

providing value and visibility to stakeholders across the organization.” 



 

 

 

 

 

After project managers enter work tasks into KeyedIn Projects, they can export selected 

software development items into JIRA where they can be broken down into manageable sub-

tasks by the software development team. Work logs for development items are exported from 

JIRA into KeyedIn Projects which will automatically associate timesheet data from the work logs 

into the corresponding project task. “The result is a single system of record for managing and 

viewing the progress of projects involving software development - it’s just another way to 

remove the complexity from complex projects,” adds Lauri Klaus, KeyedIn CEO and Founder. 

“And yes, the KeyedIn team uses KeyedIn Projects with JIRA integration to manage our own 

software development projects.” 

KeyedIn Projects provides a complete Cloud-based Project Portfolio Management 

solution that enables professional services organizations, project management offices (PMOs) 

and businesses of all types and sizes around the world to successfully achieve their strategic 

goals with unrivaled visibility. KeyedIn Projects software version 5.8.5 is available with JIRA 

integration. A trial of KeyedIn Projects software may be downloaded from 

http://www.keyedin.com/keyedinprojects/.  

 

About KeyedIn® Solutions 

KeyedIn Solutions helps organizations simplify business processes, improve performance and 
drive results through an innovative combination of aPaaS and SaaS business solutions. These 



 

 

 

applications were developed in the Cloud for the Cloud, to capitalize on the exclusive benefits 
only the Cloud can offer. 

The company’s SaaS-based business systems include KeyedIn Projects, a strategy-led and 
execution-driven project management solution that aligns organizations with complete visibility 
for effective Project Portfolio Management (PPM) as well as drives utilization, profitability, and 
performance to achieve growth with Professional Services Automation (PSA). KeyedIn 
Manufacturing is a configurable Cloud ERP software that drives operational excellence for 
manufacturers and is designed exclusively for production manufacturing. KeyedIn Konfigure™ 
aPaaS is transforming custom enterprise-level application development, building new business 
systems and system components with greater speed, agility, and innovation.  

When businesses need results fast, they look to the Cloud – and turn to KeyedIn Solutions. You 
should too. Keep up with us at KeyedIn Projects, Twitter @KeyedInProjects, Facebook: 
www.facebook.com/KeyedInSolutions; or LinkedIn: KeyedIn Solutions, Inc.    
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